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ABSTRACT 
It has been recognised that order is closely linked with probability theory, with lattice theoretic 
approaches being used to study Markov processes but, to our knowledge, the complete theory of (sub, 
super) martingales and their stopping times has not been formulated on Riesz spaces. We generalize the 
concepts of stochastic processes, (sub, super) martingales and stopping times to Riesz spaces. In this 
paper we consider discrete time processes with bounded stopping times. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally a stochastic process is defined on a space of measurable functions 
where the underlying measure space is a probability space, i.e., the measure of 
the whole space is 1. The vast literature on stochastic processes provides ample 
evidence that the underlying order structure of the space of measurable fimctions 
plays a central role in the study of stochastic processes, a fact which was noted 
by Rao [8] and de Jonge [2]. Order theoretic approaches to the study of Markov 
processes can also be found in [9]. 
In this paper we generalize the concepts of stochastic processes, (sub, super) 
martingales and stopping times to Riesz spaces, vector spaces with order or lattice 
structure compatible with their algebraic structure. This, we believe, highlights the 
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underlying mechanisms ofthe theory by giving direct access to the order structure. 
In addition our approach gives a unified development ofthe subject for a variety of 
settings, in particular for C(X) spaces, spaces of measurable functions, LP-spaces 
and Banach function spaces. 
Conditional expectations have been studied in an operator theoretic setting, by 
de Pagter and Grobler [5], de Pagter, Dodds and Huijsmans [4], and Rao [7], 
as positive operators acting on LP-spaces and Banach function spaces. To our 
knowledge, the complete theory of(sub, super) martingales and their stopping times 
has not previously been formulated on Riesz spaces. Here we consider discrete time 
processes with bounded stopping times, the cases of unbounded stopping times and 
continuous time processes will be considered invarious equels. 
Conditional expectations and martingales have been used as tools for studying 
the geometry of Banach spaces and Banach lattices [3]. The current work provides 
a basis from which conditional expectations, martingales and their stopping times 
could be introduced as mechanisms for studying Riesz spaces. 
We begin by providing some background material on Riesz spaces and stochastic 
processes. Section 2 provides the fundamentals of Riesz space theory and condi- 
tional expectations on measure spaces. In this section we also define the concept of 
a conditional expectation  a Riesz space. In Section 3, (sub, super) martingales are 
defined on Riesz space and a decomposition theorem for sub (super) martingales a  
the sum of a martingale and an adapted increasing (decreasing) sequence isproved. 
Stopping times on Riesz space (sub, super) martingales are defined in Section 4 as 
increasing families of projections. We also define stopped processes and stopped 
conditional expectations here, and prove the compatibility of the stopped process 
and stopped conditional expectation. We conclude with Section 5, where we give 
Riesz space versions of the optional stopping theorems. 
In the sequel to this paper, [6], a construction ofstopping times and an upcrossing 
theorem for sub and super martingales on Riesz space are considered. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (f2, 5 c, P) be a probability space, i.e., S2 is a set, 5 c is a o--algebra of subsets 
of f2 and P is a positive measure on 5 c with P(~2) = 1. A random variable is an 
element of real valued £1 (f2,5 c, P) and the expectation ofthe random variable f is 
= f f dP. 
For N a sub-o--algebra of 5 c, the conditional expectation of f with respect o N, 
denoted N[f[Z], is F where F is N-measurable and for each A c 
(2.1) f FdP=f f dP. 
A A 
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If fn is an a.e. increasing sequence in £1(~, .~, p) with a.e. pointwise limit 
f ~ £1(f2, ~', P), then E[fnlE] is an increasing sequence in £1(f2, E, P) with a.e. 
pointwise limit E[f l  El. 
The mapping f ~-+ E[f IE]  has the following important properties which form 
the basis for our definition of conditional expectation on Riesz spaces: 
(1) f ~-+ E[f lE]  is linear; 
(2) if f ~> 0 then E[f[E] ~> 0; 
(3) E[1]E] = 1 where 1 is the function with value 1 almost everywhere; 
(4) E[E[fIEIIE] = E[f lE],  i.e., E[. ]El is idempotent; 
(5) if fn ~ f in £~(f2,3 r, P) then E[fnlE] T E[f lE]  in £1(f2, E, P), i.e., E[. IN] 
is order continuous. 
Together (1) and (4) give that f ~+ E[f IE] is a projection. To make use of (2), 
(3) and (5) we develop the basics of Riesz space theory. 
Definition 2.1. Let V be a real vector space with a partial ordering ~< such that if 
f, g, h ~ V with f ~ g then f +h <~ g+h and if f ) 0 and0 ~< oe elk then elf >~ 0. 
We call such a pair (V, ~<) an ordered vector space. 
Definition 2.2. Let (V, ~<) be an ordered vector space and D C V. We define 
sup(D) (respectively inf(D)), if it exists, to be f 6 V such that f ~> g (respectively 
f ~< g) for all g E D and if h ~> g (respectively h ~< g) for all g c D then h ~> f
(respectively h ~< f).  
Definition 2.3. Let (V, ~<) be an ordered vector space in which each pair of 
elements of V has a sup(v) and an inf(/x) compatible with ~<. In this case we say 
(V, ~<) is a Riesz space. 
Thus £1 (~, .)c" p) is a Riesz space where order and algebraic operations are 
defined a.e. pointwise, and 
E[. IN] : Z31(f2, U, P) ~/~1 (~, Z, P) C/21(f2,5 c, P) 
is a projection on £1 (f2,5 c, P). We also observe that E[. [E] is a positive linear map 
where positivity is defined as follows: 
Definition 2.4. A linear map T : A ~ B, where A and B are Riesz spaces, is said 
to be positive if f ~> 0 implies Tf >~ O. 
Following the conventions of Zaanen, [11, pp. 27, 30, 165], we define some 
classes of subsets of Riesz spaces. 
Definition 2.5. Let E be a Riesz space. Let S C E. If f 6 S and ]gl ~ [fl implies 
that g c S, then we say that S is solid. A solid linear subspace of E is called an ideal 
in E. 
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The ideal generated by f 6 E is the smallest ideal containing f ,  and is given 
explicitly by Af = {g c E [ [g[ ~< ]af], a ~ R}. Such ideals (i.e., ideals generated by 
single elements) are called principal ideals. 
An ideal B of E is called a band if D c B having a supremum in E implies 
sup(D) E B. The band generated by f E E is the smallest band containing f ,  which 
is also the smallest band containing Af. Such bands (i.e., bands generated by single 
elements) are called principal bands. 
Definition 2.6. Let E be a Riesz space and f ~ E, f > 0. We say that f is an order 
unit if the ideal generated by f is E and that f is a weak order unit for E if the 
band in E generated by f is E. 
As P is a finite measure the constant function 1 is a weak order unit in 
/21 (f2,5 c, P). Also g c/21 (g2,5~', P) is a weak order unit of/21 (f2,5,  P) if and only 
if g > 0 a.e., and in this case 1E IS[ N] is again a weak order unit of £1 (f2, 5 c, P). Thus 
in order to generalize the property N[l15 c] = 1, we assume that our Riesz space has 
a weak order unit and require that the conditional expectation of a weak order unit 
is again a weak order unit. 
Let D be a non-empty subset of E. We say that D is upwards directed (denoted 
D 1") if for any two elements p, q ~ D there exists r c D such that r ~> p v q. 
Downward irectedness (denoted D $) can be defined in an analogous manner. 
Let D be a non-empty set and E be a Riesz space. The family (f~: o~ 6 D) is said 
to be upwards directed (denoted f~ 1"~cD) if the map oe ~ f~ from D to E is such 
that for each a, b ~ D there exists c ~ D with fc >~ fav  fb. Finally, if f~ 1"~eD and 
f = sup{f~: ee 6 D} we write f~ ?~eD f .  In this case we say that (f~: o~ c D) is 
upwards directed with supremum f .  
Downward directedness (denoted f~ $~eD) can be similarly defined but with 
fc >~ fav  fb replaced by fc <~ fa A fb. If f~ $c~cD and f = inf{f~: ~ ~ D} we 
write f~ $~ez) f ,  and say that (f~: o~ c D) is downwards directed with infimum f .  
Remark. We define the positive cone of E by E + = {f ~ E [ f ~> 0}. Note, [1, 
p. 21], that e c E is a weak order unit of E if and only if x A ne "~neN x for all 
x~E +. 
Definition 2.7. A Riesz space E is called Dedekind complete if every non-empty 
upwards directed bounded above subset of E + has a supremum. 
Definition 2.8. Let T : E --+ F be a positive linear operator between Riesz spaces. 
We say that T is order continuous if for each set f~ SacD 0 we have T(fo~) Sa~D O. 
It is thus apparent from the properties (1)-(5), that a conditional expectation is a 
linear positive order continuous projection on the Dedekind complete Riesz space 
£1 (f~, 5 ,  P) with weak order unit, that maps weak order units to weak order units 
and has range a Dedekind complete Riesz subspace of / ;  1 (g2, 5 c, P). Thus we define 
a conditional expectation operator on a Riesz space to be as follows. 
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Definition 2.9. Let E be a Riesz space with weak order unit. A positive order 
continuous projection T, on E, with range 7~(T) a Dedekind complete Riesz 
subspace of E, is called a conditional expectation if T(e) is a weak order unit of E 
for each weak order unit e of E. 
3. MARTINGALES ON RIESZ SPACES 
On the probability space (f2, ~-, P) a filtration (~)isN is an increasing family of 
sub-a-algebras of9 c. In which case it is apparent that 
E[E[ I  [oR] [.)c-j ] = E [ f [ f ' i  ] = E[E[ I  ]jc'j ] [..T'i ], 
for j /> i and f e £1 (~2,9 c, P), which, as E[. [5c/] is a projection, can also be 
characterized by
~(E[. IJ:i]) c n (N .  IJ:i+iI), for all i c N, 
and requiring that he family of conditional expectations commute. This generalizes 
to the following definition for a filtration on a Riesz space. 
Definition 3.1. Let E be a Riesz space with weak order unit. A filtration on E is 
a family of conditional expectations, (i~)ieN, on E with TiTj = TjTi = T/ for all 
j>~i. 
Having defined filtrations we are in a position to consider (sub, super) martin- 
gales. On a probability space (f~, f ' ,  P) the family of pairs (fi, ~)ieN is called 
a (sub, super) martingale if (Si)ie~ is a filtration, fie/21(S2,5ci, P) for each 
i 6 N and E[fj[~/](~>, ~<) = fi, for all j ~> i. In terms of Riesz spaces this can 
be formulated as follows. 
Definition 3.2. The pair (fi, ri)iE N is a (sub, super) martingale on the Riesz 
space E with weak order unit, if (Ti) is a filtration, fi ~ 7~(T/) for each i c N and 
fi (~<, >/) = Ti f j ,  for all i ~< j. The sequence (j~) C E is said to be previsible relative 
to the filtration (i~) if fi+l c ~(Ti) for all i ~ N. 
We conclude this section with the Doob-Meyer decomposition of sub (super) 
martingales as the unique sum of a martingale and a positive increasing (negative 
decreasing) previsible sequence. This result is needed when proving the optional 
stopping theorems for sub and super martingales. 
Theorem 3.3 (Doob-Meyer decomposition). Let (fi, Ti) be a sub (super) mar- 
tingale and 
j -1  
(3.1) Aj = ~ ~(3+1-f i ) ,  
i=1 
(3.2) Mj = f j  - Aj 
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for all j ~ N. The decomposition fi = Mi + Ai, i E N, is the unique decomposition 
of (fi, Ti) with (Mj, Tj) a martingale, (A j) positive and increasing (negative and 
decreasing), A1 = 0 and A j+l ~ ~(Tj)  for all j c N. 
Proof. Existence: As Ti( f i+l  - fi) C "f~(Ti) C ff..(Tj) for all i <~ j ,  it follows that 
Aj ~ 7~(Tj_I) C Ti(Tj) for all j ~ N, and A1 = O. Now as (fi, ~)  is a sub (super) 
martingale we have that 
T~(f i+1 - 3 ) />  (<~)f~ - j~ = 0, 
which when summed over i = 1 . . . . .  j - 1 gives that Aj >/ (~<)0 and that the 
sequence (Aj) is increasing (decreasing). 
From the definition of  Ai and as (fi, ~)  is a sub (super) martingale, it follows 
that 
Mi=f i -A iET~(T i )  for all i 6 N. 
It remains only to show that T/(Mj) = Mi for all i ~< j .  In the remainder of  the proof 
assume i ~< j .  We recall that ~ Tj = ~ = TjTi. This with the definition of  Aj gives 
i-1 j -1 
Ti(A j) = Z Ti Tk(fk+l - fk) + Z Ti Tk(fk+l -- fl~) 
k=l k=i 
i-1 j -1 
= ~ rk(fk+l -- fk) + ~--~ T/(fk+X -- fk), 
k=l k=i 
which can be rewritten as 
Ti(Aj) =Ai  + Ti(fj - fi). 
Combining this with the definition of Mi and the fact that T/(j~) = fi as j~ e 7~(2~), 
we obtain 
~(Mj)  = Ti(fj) - ~(A j )  = Ti(fj) - [Ai + Ti(fj - f i)] = j~ - Ai = Mi. 
Uniqueness: Suppose that fi =/14i + Ai, i e N, is another decomposition 
satisfying the conditions of  the theorem. We proceed by induction on i to show that 
Ai = Ai and Mi = Mi for all i e N. As A1 = 0 = fi~l and M1 + A1 = f~ =/~q + ,~1, 
it follows that M1 = 3~1. Now suppose that Ai = ~ti and Mi = Mi. But as (Mi, ~) 
and (~li, Ti) are martingales 
Mi + Ti(Ai+l)  =/)  (Mi+I + Ai+I) = ]~ (J~+l) = T/(/~i÷1 -1- Ai+I) 
=Mi + ri(2~+l) 
and thus ]~(Ai+I) ~- Ti(Ai+I). But Ai+l,  z~i+l E "]~(7)), giving Ai+l ------ z~i+l and 
N 
hence Mi+l = Mi+l. [] 
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4. STOPPING TIMES 
Let (~.) be a filtration on the probability space (f2, Or, p), then a stopping time 
adapted to this filtration is a map ~:  f2 -+ NU {ee} such that r -1 ({ 1 . . . . .  n]) 6 5cn for 
each n 6 N. The stopping time r is said to be bounded if there exists n E N such that 
r(x) ~< n almost everywhere on S2, i.e., up to measure zero, r- l({1 . . . . .  n}) = f2. 
For f E /21(f2,5 c, P) let P i f  = f • Xr-l(i1 . . . . .  i} )  then Pi is a linear projection 
which is in addition a positive map below the identity, as if f >~ 0 almost 
everywhere then f >~ Pi f >>- 0 almost everywhere. The map Pi is, in addition, order 
continuous as, if (f~: oe 6 D) is a downwardly directed family with infimum 0, i.e., 
f ,  $~D 0, then (Pi(f~): e~ c D) is a downwardly directed family with infimum 0, 
i.e., Pi (f~) $,sD 0. The final property of the individual projections Pi is that if 
B C £1(~2,5 c, P) is bounded above having sup(B) E £1 (~, ,~c, p) then Pi (B) is 
bounded above having sup(P/(B)) 6 £1 (f2, 5 c, P). 
It remains to consider elationships between the Pi and between Pj and Tj = 
El. 13cj]. The family of projections Pi, i 6 N, is an increasing family of commuting 
projections, i.e., for j ~> i, 
P iP j f  = P jP i f -~  f "  Xz-I({ 1 ..... i}) "Xz-l({ 1 ..... j}) = f '  X~-I({1 ..... i}) = Pif.  
If we set Tj = E[. [Uj] then, as r- l{1 . . . . .  i} E f'i, TjPi = PiTj, for all i ~< j .  
Note that if the stopping time r is bounded, then there exists N such that Pn = I 
for all n ~> N. 
Definition 4.1. Let (T/) be a filtration on a Riesz space E with weak order unit. 
We define a stopping time P = (Pi) adapted to the filtration (Ti) to be an increasing 
family of positive order continuous linear projections (Pi) with 7~ (P i )a Dedekind 
complete Riesz subspace of E, and 
(4.1) P0 =0, 
(4.2) Pi <~ I for all i, 
(4.3) TjPi =P iT j  foral l i  ~<j. 
We say that the stopping time (Pi, Ti) is bounded if there exists N so that Pn = I 
for all n ~> N. 
Remark. More can be said about he nature of the projections Pi (see [11, p. 58]). 
In particular, if P is a stopping time, then 0 ~< P/ t~< I and each Pi is a Riesz 
homomorphism. To see the latter, let f ~ E, then as Pi is positive and below the 
identity it follows that 0 ~< Pix ± <~ x + (where x + = x A 0 and x -  = ( -x )  A 0) and 
hence 
0<~ Pi(x+) A Pi(x - )  ~x+ Ax  - =0 
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giving Pi (x +) _1_ Pi (x-)  with Pi (x -~) >/0 and Pi (x) = Pi (x +) - Pi (x ). Thus, as the 
decomposition f an element into the difference of two positive disjoint elements is 
unique, (Pi (x) ) + = Pi (x ±) and consequently 
I i( )l = + + = + = Fi(, l) 
verifying that Pi is a Riesz homomorphism. In addition, T¢.(Pi) is a band in E, [11, 
p. 57]. 
For future reference we note that if P is a stopping time, then Pi <~ Pj for all 
i ~< j and if i ~< j ~< k then 
(4.4) P i (Pk -  P j )=O-- - - (Pk-  Pj)Pi, 
(4.5) Pk(Pj -- Pi) = Pj - Pi = (Pj - Pi)Pk. 
We now consider stopped processes. Let (U/) be a filtration on the probability 
space (S2,5 c, P) and r a bounded stopping time adapted to the filtration (5c/). Let 
(fi) C E with J~ c ~(7~) for all i 6 N. Then the stopped process, [10, p. 31], is the 
pair (f~, 2-~) where 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
f r  = E J~ " Xr - l ({ i} ) ,  
i 
5or = {A C f2lA n r-l({i}) e U/for a l l /6  N}. 
A well-known consequence of the above definitions, [10, pp. 31-32], is that fr = 
E[ f~l~].  
If, as introduced earlier, we denote Pi f =f  • Xr-1 ({1,...,i}) for f ~ £1 (f2,5 c, P), 
then the above definition of f~ becomes f~ = ~(P i  - Pi-1)fi where P0 := 0, and 
the above sum is finite as the stopping time r is bounded. This gives the required 
generalization for Riesz spaces, that will be formally stated in the next definition. 
To generalize the definition of S~ requires us to consider, instead of the a-algebra 
5or, the conditional expectation E[. [Scr]. Here one should observe that if f c 
£1 (f2, 5 c-, P) then 
N[f • Xr_l((i})[Scr] = E[ f  " Xr-~({i})If)] = Z~-~ ((i})" E[flS~] 
and thus 
E[f[Jcr] -= EE[ f 'x r - l ( ( iD I f ' i ]  = E Xr-l({i})' E [ f l~] .  
If, as previously, we denote Ti f  = E[flSci] then 
E[flSC~] = ~ ~(P~ - P i -1) f  = E(P i  - Pi-1)Tif. 
We are now in a position to define the stopped process on Riesz spaces. 
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Definition 4.2. Let E be a Riesz space with weak order unit and let P --- (Pi) 
be a bounded stopping time adapted to the filtration (~). For each (fi) C E with 
fi a TO(T/), for all i E N, we define the stopped process (fp, Tp) by 
(4.8) fP = E(P i  - P i -1) f i ,  
i=1  
oo 
(4.9) Tpf  = Z(P i  - P i -1 )h f ,  
i=1 
fEE .  
Before considering the optional stopping theorems it must be established that Tp 
is in fact a conditional expectation on E. 
Theorem 4.3. Let P be a bounded stopping time adapted to theft#ration (Ti), 
then Tp is a positive linear order continuous projection with range 
7~(Te) = { f ~ E [ I} f c 7~(Ti) for all i E N}. 
Proof. As Tp is given by a finite linear combination of compositions of pairs of 
linear order continuous operators it follows that Tp is an order continuous linear 
operator on E. By definition, T/is a positive operator and, as Pi-1 <~ Pi, the operator 
(Pi - Pi-1)Ti is positive, from which it follows that their sum, Tp, is a positive 
operator. 
Let N be a bound for the stopping time P and f E S = {f E E ] P i f  
~(T/) for all i ~ N}, we show that Tef  = f .  From the commutation properties 
of Pi and T/, (4.3), we obtain 
N N 
Tp f = E ( Pj - Pj-1) Tj f = E Tj( Pj - Pj-1) f . 
j=l j=l 
But, from the definition of S, it follows that P i f  6 ~(~)  and since 7~(Ti) C T~(Tj) 
we have Tj Pi f = Pi f for all j >~ i. Thus 
N 
Tpf  = E(P j  -- P j -1 ) f  = PNf  -- Pof = PNf  = f, 
j= l  
proving that Tp f = f for all f E S. 
It remains only to prove that 7~(Tp) C S. To achieve this, it suffices to show that 
P iTpf  E ~(Ti) for all f 6 E and i ~ N. Let f 6 E and recall that TsPr = PrTs, 
(4.3), and Pr Ps = P~ = Ps P~ for all r ~ s. If i ~> N then Pi = I and 
N N 
Pi Tp f = Z (Pj - Pj-1)Tj f = Z Tj( Pj - Pj-1) f c ~(TN) C Tg(Ti) 
j----1 j= l  
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as 7-4(/'1) C 7¢(T2) C . . . .  In the case of 1 ~< i < N, by (4.4) and (4.5) we have 
N i i 
PiTpf  = E Pi(Pj - P j -1)T j f  = E Pi(Pj - P j -1)T j f  = E (P j  - P j -1)T j f  
j=l j=l j=l 
and now using the commutativity of Tj and (Pj - Pj-1) we get 
i i 
Pi Tp f = E ( Pj - Pj-1) Tj f ---- E Tj( Pj - Pj-1) f E 7~(Ti ). 
j= l  j= l  
[] 
Theorem 4.4. Let E be a Riesz space with weak order unit, (~ ) a filtration on E 
and P a bounded stopping time adapted to this filtration. The operator Tp defined 
in the stopped process is a conditional expectation on E, and if (fi) C E with 
fi ~TC(~)foral l i  ~N, then Tpfp = fp. 
Proof. Let N be a bound for the stopping time P. As Pj(Pi - Pi-1) = Pi - Pi-1 
for j /> i, (4.5), and Pj (Pi - Pi-1) = 0 for j < i, (4.4), it follows from the definition 
of fp that 
N j 
P j fP  ~-- E Pj(Pi - Pi-1) fi = Z(P i  - Pi-1) fi C']P~(Tj). 
i=1  i=1 
This last containment is the result of  the assumption that fi 6 ~(T/). We have thus 
shown that fp ~ 7~(Tp) and, from Theorem 4.3, Tp is a positive order continuous 
linear projection with range 7~(Tp), hence Tpfp = fp. 
In order for 7~(Tp) to be a Riesz space, we need only show that f v g 
~(Tp) for all f, g ~ ~(Tp). Let f, g ~ 7~(Tp). Then the characterization f T~(Tp) 
in Theorem 4.3 gives that Pi(f),  Pi(g) 6 7~(~) for all i. As each ~(~)  is a 
Riesz space it now follows that Pi(f) v Pi(g) 6 7~(T/). Hence, as Pi is a Riesz 
homomorphism, for each i we have that Pi( f  v g) = Pi(f)  v Pi(g) c ~(Ti). Thus 
f v g ~ ~(Tp),  and TC(Tp) is a Riesz space. 
We now show that 7~(Tp) is Dedekind complete. Let 0 ~< x~ ? x in ~(Tp). Then, 
as each Pi is a positive order continuous map, 0 ~< Pi (x~) t Pi (x) for each i. But 
each 7~(Ti) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space so there exists sup~ Pi (x~) E 7~(Ti) 
and from the order continuity of Pi we have sup, Pi (x~) = Pi (sup~ x~). Note that 
sup~ x~ exists in E as E = 7~(PN) which, from the definition of a stopping time, 
is Dedekind complete. We have shown that Pi (sup~ x~) ~ 7~(Ti) for each i, which 
by Theorem 4.3 is the same as showing that sup~x~ 6 ~(Tp). Hence ~(Tp) is 
Dedekind complete. 
It remains only to prove that Tpe is a weak order unit for each weak order unit e. 
Let e be a weak order unit in E, then ui = ~e ~ 7~(Ti) is a weak order unit. Let 
w = up, then 
N N 
W = E(P i  -- Pi-1)ui = E(P i  - Pi-1)Tie = Tpe, 
i=1 i=1 
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giving Tee = w. We now show that w is a weak order unit. Let f 6 E +. Then, as 
each ui is a weak order unit, f A nui ~ f for each i, and as Pi - Pi-1 is an order 
continuous Riesz homomorphism, we also have that for each i
(Pi - P i -1 ) ( f )  A rt(P i -- P i -1)(ui)  t (Pi -- P i -1 ) ( f ) .  
But, by (4.4) and (4.5), we have (Pi - P i -1 )w = (Pi - P i -1 )bt i  • This along with the 
above equation and (Pi - P i -1) being a Riesz homomorphism yields 
(Pi - P i -1 ) ( f  A nw)  = (Pi -- P i -1 ) ( f )  A n(Pi - P i -1 ) (w)  t (Pi - P i -1 ) ( f ) .  
Summing the above equation over i = 1 . . . . .  N we have 
OO O4) 
f Anw = E(P i  - P i -1 ) ( f  Anw)  t E (P i  - P i -1 ) ( f )  = f .  
i=1 i=1 
Hence w is a weak order unit. [] 
5. OPTIONAL STOPPING THEOREMS 
Let (fi, .Ti) be an £1(f2,5,  P) (sub, super) martingale and r : ~ --~ N a stopping 
time adapted to the filtration (~i). For each n ~ N the bounded stopping time r A n 
is defined by 
Jr(x), r(x) <n, 
( r 'An) (x )= ln ,  r(x) >/n. 
From this definition it follows that 
(v A n)-X({1 . . . . .  i}) = / v- l({ 1 i}), i 
/ f2, i>~n 
and hence if we denote by P := (Pi) and P a n := ((P A n)i) respectively the 
families of projections on £1 (f2,)c, p) associated with the stopping times r and 
r An, then P i ( f )  = f "  ;(r-l([1 ..... il), for f ~ £1(f2,5,  P), and 
' {P i ( f ) ,  i<n ,  
(P  mn) i ( f )  = f " X(ran)-l({1 ..... i}) l ( f ) ,  i >~ n. 
This gives the template for our definition of P A n, where P is a stopping time on a 
Riesz space. 
Definition 5.1. Let P be a stopping time adapted to the filtration (Ti) on a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit and let k 6 N. We define 
the bounded stopping time P A k, adapted to the filtration (7)), to be the family of 
projections 
Pi, i<k ,  
(P Ak) i  = I, i >/k. 
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Remark. It is a routine calculation to verify that P /x  k is indeed a bounded 
stopping time adapted to the filtration (~) in the above definition. 
We now define a ordering on stopping times. In £1 (~, .~, p), if r and a are 
stopping times adapted to the filtration (.7)), we define a partial ordering on the 
stopping times adapted to the filtration (5~) by v ~< a if and only if v(x) ~< or(x) 
almost everywhere. 
It should be noted that if r ~< o- are stopping times then 
. . . . .  i ) )=  {x j (x) c {x iT(z) j} . . . . .  
for all i ~< j .  If we set, Si(f)  = f • Xa- i ({  1 ..... i}) and Pi(f)  = f " Xv - I ({  1 ..... i}) ,  then 
Xcr - l ({1  ..... i } )Zv - l ({1 , . . . , j} )  = Xcr - l ({1  ..... i}) = Xv- I ({1  .... .  j} )X f f - l ({1  ..... i}) 
for all i ~< j ,  and consequently 
(5.1) Si Pj = Si = Pj Si for all i ~< j. 
For order continuous positive projections Pi and Si bounded above by the identity 
on £1(f2,~-, P), (5.1) is equivalent to Si <~ Pi for all i 6 N. This leads us to the 
following definition of a partial ordering on stopping times on a Riesz space. 
Definition 5.2. Let P and S be stopping times adapted to the filtration (~). We 
say S ~< P if Pi <~ Si for all i E N. 
Remark.  If S ~ P are stopping times and i ~< j then Pi Sj = Sj Pi = Pi and 
(5.2) (Pi - Pi-1)(Sj - Sj-1) = 0 for all j /> i + 1. 
Prior to considering the optional stopping theorems we prove a lemma which is 
needed in the sub and super martingales eases of the optional stopping theorems. 
Lemma 5.3. Let S <. P be bounded stopping times adapted to the filtration (Ti) 
on a Riesz space, E, with weak order unit. Let (Ai) be an increasing (decreasing) 
family in E. Then the stopped processes As and Ap obey the inequality As 
(>~)Ap. 
Proof. Let n be a bound for the stopping times S and P. From the definition of Ap, 
we have that 
n 
Ap = E(P i  -- Pi-1)Ai. 
i=I 
We can also write the identity map in terms of the S i ~S as 





Ap = ~(P i  - Pi-1) Z (S j  - Sj-1)Ai. 
i=1  j= l  
From the above equation and (5.2), as S ~< P, we have that 
n i 
Ap = Z ~(P i  - Pi-1)(Sj -- Sj-1)Ai. 
i=1 j= l  
Since i ~> j in the above summation, we have that Ai >/(<.)Aj. This along with the 
fact that (Pi - Pi-t)(Sj - Sj-1) is a positive operator gives 
n i n i 
2 E (Pi -- Pi-1)(Sj - Sj-1)Ai ~ (<~) ~ Y'  (Pi - Pi-1)(sj - Sj_I)Aj. 
i=1 j= l  i=1 j= l  
Using (5.2) and the above we conclude that 
Ap >~ (<<.) ~ ~_,(Pi -- Pi-1)(Sj -- Sj-1)Aj 
i=1 j= l  
n n 
= ~(P i  - Pi-1) Z (S j  - Sj-1)Aj. 
i=~ j=l 
n n S But l=~i=l (P i -P i _ l )  andAs=~j=l  ( j -S j _ l )A jhenceAp>/(<~)As .  []
One of the fundamental heorems in the theory of stochastic processes and their 
stopping times is the Doob stopping time theorem. Given a (sub, super) martingale 
(fi, ~)  in £1 (f2,5, P), and an adapted stopping time r, this theorem says that 
f~Am(~, >) = E[f~AnlSm], 
for all m ~< n, or equivalently that ( frAi ,  ~ i )  is a (sub, super) martingale in 
£1(S2, ~c, p). As shown below, this theorem carries over to our Riesz space 
formulation of (sub, super) martingales and their stopping times. 
Theorem 5.4 (Doob's stopping time theorem). Let E be a Dedekind com- 
plete Riesz space with weak order unit, (fi, Ti) a (sub, super) martingale, P a 
stopping time adapted to the filtration (Ti) and m <. n natural numbers, then 
Tm(fPAn)(>~, <~) = fPAm, i.e., (fpAi, Ti) is a (sub, super) martingale. 
Proof. We begin by proving the theorem for martingales. From (4.8) and the 
definition of P/x n we have that 
(5.3) 
n-1  
fPAn -~ ( l  -- Pn- i )  fn -t- Z (P i  - e i -1 )  f i .  
i=1 
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Thus, as Tm is linear and m ~< n, (5.3) gives 
(5.4) Tmf  p/,n = Tm( I - Pn-1) fn + ~ Tm( Pi - Pi-1) fi 
i= l  
n -1  
+ Z Tm(P j - -P j - l ) f j .  
j=m+l  
In (5.4), as i ~< m, it follows that Tmfi = j~ and Tm(Pi - Pi-1) --- (Pi - Pi-1)Tm 
giving 
(5.5) 
m m m 
ZTm(P i  -- P i -1 ) f i  = Z(P i  -- P i -1)Tmf i  = E(P i  - P i - l ) f i .  
i=1 i=1 i= l  
Using the fact that n - 1/> j />  m + 1 in (5.4), we have that Tj fn = f j  and T,n Tj = 
Tm. Also noting that j, j - 1 ~< j ,  we have 
Tm( Pj - P j -1 )  f j = Tm( Pj  - P j -1 )T j  fn = TmTj(  P j  - P j -1 )  fn 
=Tm(P j  -P j -1 ) fn .  
Thus 
(5.6) 
n-1  n -1  
Z Tm(Pj - P j -1) f i  = Z Tm(Pj - P j -1) fn = rm(Pn-1 - Pm)fn. 
j=m+l  j=m+l  
Substituting (5.5) and (5.6) back into (5.4) we obtain 
m 
TmffAn = Tm(I - Pn-1)fn "1- Tm(en-1 - Vm)fn -~- ~-~(Pi - P i -1 ) f i  
i=1 
m 
= rm( I  - em) f .  + } -~(P i  - Pi-1)3. 
i= l  
Applying the martingale property Tm f ,  = fm now results in 
m m 
TmfPAn = (I -- Pm)Tmfn + ~-~(Pi -- Pi-1)f i  = (I -- Pro)fro + ~(P i  - Pi-1)f i  
i=1 i=1 
and cancelling common terms 
m-1 
TmfPAn = ( I  -- Pm-1)fm "q'- ~(P i  - P i -1 ) f i  = fP/',m. 
i=1 
We now consider the sub (super) martingale case. Using the notation of  Theo- 
rem 3.3 we decompose (~)  as j~ = Mi + Ai where (Mi, Ti) is a martingale and 
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(Ai) is an increasing (decreasing) family with Ai+l e 7-~(~) for all i 6 N. From the 
martingale case of the theorem 
(5.7) TmMpAn = MpAm. 
While from Lemma 5.3, as P A n >~ P A m, it follows that ApAn ~ (~)ApAm. Thus 
Tm(ApAn) ~ (~)Tm(ApAm). But from Theorem 3.3 
m-1 
ApAm = (I -- Pro-l) ~ Tj(f j+l - f j )  
j= l  
m-1 i -1 
+ ~(P, - P,_~) ~ Tj(fi+l- f j )  E "R,(Tm-1) 
i=1 j= l  
and so 
(5.8) Tm(ApAn) ~ (~)Tm(ApAm) = ApAm. 
Combining (5.7) and (5.8) we obtain 
Tm(fPAn) = Tm(MpAn + ApArt) ~ (~)MpAm + ApAm = fPAm. [] 
Hunt's theorem [10, p. 31] says that if (f/, 5ci) is a (sub, super) martingale and 
r ~< o- are stopping times adapted to the filtration (U/), then f i  (~<, >/) = E[fo I-Yr] 
or equivalently that the family (f~, 5%) is a (sub, super) martingale indexed by the 
partially ordered set of stopping times adapted to the filtration (Sci). We now show 
that this theorem can be extended to the context ofstopping times on Riesz spaces. 
Theorem 5.5 (Hunt's optional stopping theorem). Let E be a Riesz space with 
weak order unit, (fi, Ti)ieN a (sub, super) martingale on E and S <<. P bounded 
stopping times adapted to the filtration (Ti). Then Ts fp ( ) ,  <~) = fs, i.e., (fp, Tp) 
is a (sub, super) martingale over the family of all stopping times adapted to the 
filtration (Tp) and indexed by thepartially ordered set of all bounded stopping 
times adapted to (7)). 
Proof. We begin by proving the theorem for martingales. Let n be a bound for 
both of the stopping times S and P. From the definitions of Ts and fp, and the 
commutation f Sj - S j-1 and Tj we have 
Tsfp = (S j  - S j _~) r j  (e i  - P i -x ) f i  
j= l  
= Tj(Sj - Sj-1)(Pi - Pi-1)fi. 
i=1 j= l  
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This with (5.2) enables us to deduce that 
n i 
Tsfp = 2 ~ Tj(Sj - S j -1 ) (P ,  - P i -1 ) f i  
i=1 j= l  
n i 
= ~ ~(s j -  sj_l)rj(P,- Vi_i>~. 
i=1 j= l  
As (fi, 7)) is a martingale, fi = T/fn and TiT~ = Tj for j ~< i. Together with the 
commutation f Ti and P / -  P/-1 this gives, for j <. i, that 
T j (P i  - P/ -1 ) J )  = T j (P i  - P i -1 )T / fn  =- T jT / (P i  - P i -1 ) fn  
= Tj(Pi - Pi-1)fn. 
Using, again, the commutation f Sj - Sj-1 and Tj and (5.2) we have 
n i 
TsXP = Z Z (Sj - Sj_l)rj(Pi- Pi-1)fn 
i= l  j= l  
n i 
= Z ~ Tj(Sj - Sj-1)(Pi - Vi-1)fn 
i=1 j= l  
n n 
= Z Z  T j (S j -  Sj-1)(Pi - Pi-1)fn 
i=1 j= l  
7t n 
= ~(s j -  sj_i)rj ~2(P, - v,._~)i~. 
j= l  i= l  
n p But ~i=1( i - Pi-1) = I which along with the martingale property allows us to 
conclude 
tz t~ 
rs fe  = ~ (sj - Sj_ I)Tj  I~ = ~(S j  - Sj-1) f j = Is. 
j= l  j=l 
This concludes the proof or martingales. 
We now proceed to prove th  theorem for sub (super) martingales. Let (Ai) and 
(Mi) be as defined in Theorem 3.3. As Ai+1 ~ 7~(T/), it follows that As ~ 7~(Ts). 
But from Lemma 5.3, asS ~< P, we have As ~ (>/)Ap and thus 
(5.9) TsAp >~ (<~)TsAs = As. 
As (Mi, T/) is a martingale, the martingale case of the theorem gives that 
(5.10) TsMp = Ms. 
Combining (5.9) and (5.10) we obtain 
Tsfp = Ts(Mp) + Ts(Ap) >/(<<.)Ms + As = fs. [] 
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